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PRESS RELEASE
Sept. 6, 2011, 9:00 a.m. EDT

Glori Energy Names Victor M. Perez Chief Financial
Officer

HOUSTON, Sep 06, 2011 (BUSINESS WIRE) -- Glori
Energy, an innovator in enhanced oil recovery, which provides a new, viable option to
sustainably and efficiently recover previously trapped oil with its AERO(TM)(Activated
Environment for the Recovery of Oil) System, today announced the appointment of
Victor M. Perez as Glori Energy's Chief Financial Officer. Mr. Perez is an experienced
financial executive with a broad background in facilitating the growth and success of
young, dynamic companies including having organized and led numerous offerings of
public and private debt and equity and extensive experience in acquisitions.

"I am excited to be joining Glori at this stage of its growth and development," said Victor
Perez, CFO of Glori Energy. "Glori has strong potential and I am eager to use my
experience to assist the Company in achieving its growth aspirations. I look forward to
working with Stuart Page and the fine management team he has assembled."

"The addition of Victor to our executive team is an important step towards our ability to
scale the innovative AERO(TM) system for increasing oil production and improving
productivity across multiple oil production assets around the globe," said Stuart Page,
CEO of Glori Energy. "I am confident that Victor will be an invaluable asset to Glori as
we move towards our financial and strategic objectives and embark on our next phase of
growth."

Prior to joining Glori, Mr. Perez served as Chief Financial Officer for seven years at Allis-
Chalmers Energy Inc., a NYSE exchange listed company with nearly 3800 employees.
At Allis-Chalmers, Mr. Perez was responsible for public debt and common equity
offerings, communications with investors and credit rating agencies and extensive
interactions with SEC compliance, Sarbanes-Oxley and risk management. For over 25
years, Mr. Perez held various leadership roles of increasing responsibility with public
companies and banking. Mr. Perez holds an M.B.A. from the University of Texas at
Arlington and a B.A. in Economics from Virginia Tech.

About Glori Energy

Glori Energy's mission is to sustainably and efficiently recover billions of barrels of oil
trapped in reservoirs using existing oil wells. Glori partners with oil producers to
significantly increase their oil production through the deployment of its AERO(TM)
(Activated Environment for Recovery of Oil) System. The system makes use of existing
non-potable water sources, optimizing the water quality to activate and sustain the
indigenous reservoir microbial life with the desired metabolic activities. The AERO(TM)
System provides a new, viable option to recover previously trapped oil with minimal new
footprint or investment. For more information visit: www.GloriEnergy.com .

SOURCE: Glori Energy
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